
Building Ecological Pyramids 
 
Background 

Think about the most recent meal that you have eaten.  Combined, how much did all the food weigh?  Now 
think about all of the food that you have eaten in your entire life.  How many pounds of food would that be?  
Imagine what it would be like if every time you ate one pound of food, you gained one pound.  You would 
weigh thousands or even tens of thousands of pounds!  
 
Think about your eating habits again. Have you ever consumed animals or animal products, such as chicken, 
fish, or beef?  How much food do you think those animals ate during their lives?  Imagine if animals gained all 
the weight of the food they ate.  How much might you weigh in this scenario?  Fortunately, the transfer of 
weight does not work that way.  We do not gain all the weight of the food we eat, but we do gain the energy and 
nutrients stored in the food.  Passing on the energy stored in food to our bodies is a process that is essential to 
life.  However, if we do not gain all the weight of the food, do we also lose some of the energy stored in the 
food?  Because as we know: according to the laws of thermodynamics, energy cannot be destroyed.  

 
PART I: Owl Pellet Dissection 

Owls, like many other birds, eat their food whole.  Since birds do not have teeth, they can't chew their food.  
Therefore, they use their strong and sharp beaks to rip their prey apart and then swallow large chunks whole.  
The owl slowly digests its meal by separating the softer materials (such as meat) from the harder material (such 
as bones).  It then regurgitates the harder material along with indigestible items such as feathers and fur in the 
form of a pellet.  In this activity, you will dissect an owl pellet, identify the prey species found within it, and 
determine how much the bird has eaten. 

 
Materials: owl pellet, dissection tray, dissection probes, forceps, hand lens, clear tape, calculator (optional) 

 
Procedure: 
1. Working with your lab partner, place the owl pellet on a dissection tray.  Using your forceps and wooden 

probes, break off a small piece of the pellet.  Be gentle, and do not push the probes any farther into the pellet 
than necessary.  Remember, the bones you are looking for are small and easily broken.  

2. Carefully dissect the pellet and set aside any bones that you find.  Place the non-bone material from the 
pellet on the other paper plate.  

3. Compare the bones you find with the ones pictured on the Bone Chart.  
4. Identify as many bones as possible.  Use a hand lens to get a close look at each bone.  Sort the bones by 

species.  It may help to place each bone over a similar illustration on a bone chart.  
5. Tape the bones to a piece of paper and determine how many creatures of each species were in the pellet.  

Remember that usually the lower jawbones of rodents will be found in two pieces.  If you find three lower 
jawbones, you can assume that multiple rodents were eaten.  You may not find all the bones of each 
individual.  Make an educated guess at how many of each animal is represented, on the basis of the number 
of bones you have found.  

6. Fill in your data on the Owl Pellet Data Sheet under the column, "Number found in pellet."  
7. After everyone in your class has finished, share your results.  
8. Determine the total number of prey animals found, and then divide by the number of groups to get an 

average number of prey per owl pellet.  
9. Calculate each row across and find the totals for each column of the Owl Pellet Data Sheet.  Use 365 days to 

calculate the yearly amounts. 
 
 
 
 

Name ________________________________ 
 

Date ____________     Per. _____                



PART II: Owl Pellet Analysis 
Use the information obtained from your dissection of the owl pellet to determine the amount of mass and energy 
that was transferred from the prey to the owl. 
 
Materials: ruler, graph paper, calculator (optional) 
 
Procedure: 
1. Create part of a pyramid of numbers on a piece of graph paper.  The pyramid will only have two trophic 

levels: primary consumers (the prey species) and secondary consumers (the owls).  Find the total for the 
"Average number eaten per year" column on the Owl Pellet Data Sheet, and multiply it by 2.5 (the average 
life span of the owl) for the first trophic level of the pyramid.  The second level will be the population of 
owls, which in this case is one.  Draw the pyramid to scale using your data.  Make sure to label each level of 
the graph with the proper units.  The height of each trophic level (the y-axis on the graph paper) has no data 
or unit of measure; make both levels the same height.  

2. Next, create part of a pyramid of biomass on another piece of graph paper.  For the primary consumer's 
biomass, use the "Average mass eaten over a 2.5-year lifespan" that was calculated on the Owl Pellet Data 
Sheet.  For the biomass of the secondary consumer, use the average weight of a single barn owl, 500 g.  

3. Calculate the percent difference between the mass of the primary consumers and the secondary consumers.  
This percentage will reflect how much mass was incorporated into the higher level.  Assume that this 
number is also the net production of energy that has been stored by the owls. 
 

total mass of owls 
       average mass of prey eaten over a lifespan 

 
4. Answer the questions in the Results & Analysis section. 
 

PART III: Diet Analysis 
Looking at our own diets, we can determine the amount of energy we get from different trophic levels and build 
a pyramid of biomass to display the results.  Your pyramid should have three levels.  The top level will be your 
weight gain, the middle level will be the mass of the primary consumers, and the bottom level will be the mass 
of the primary producers needed to sustain your diet.  During this activity, you will create several different 
menus, some with more meat, and some with more plants, and determine if what you eat will alter how much 
energy moves through the ecosystem.  

Materials: Pyramid Worksheet, dry erase marker, dry erase erasers, ruler, graph paper, calculator (optional) 

Procedure – Calculating the top level of the pyramid (secondary consumer): 
1. Using the food listed in the Food Calculation Table, work with your partner to plan a menu.  Identify the 

foods you would eat throughout the day and how many servings you would have of each.  Using a dry-erase 
marker, record your choices in the "Menu" section of the Pyramid Worksheet.  

2. Multiply the number of servings for each item by the "Calories per serving" that the food contains, which is 
found in the Food Calculation Table.  Record the results in the column, "Number of calories per day."  

3. Add all the calories per day and record the "Total daily calories."  For the purposes of this inquiry, your 
menu should have a minimum of 2,500 calories per day for daily energy requirements, but it can have more.  
If your menu does not have 2,500 calories, add more servings of food.  

4. Multiply the "Total daily calories" by 365 to get the "Total calories per year."  Every 7,700 calories over 
912,500 (the annual minimum requirement) equals 1 kg of weight gain (about 2.2 lbs).  To calculate the 
"Amount of weight gained per year," subtract 912,500 from the "Total calories per year" to get the "Number 
of calories above minimum requirement."  Divide the result by 7,700 to get the "Amount of weight gained 
per year."  This is the mass per year for the top level of your pyramid. 

 
 

x 100 = net production efficiency 



Procedure – Calculating the middle level of the pyramid (primary consumers): 
5. Add all the servings of each meat on your menu, and record the "Total number of servings per day" for each 

item on the Meats chart.  
6. Multiply the "Total number of servings per day" for each meat by the "Serving size," which is 0.085 kg.  

Record this in the column "Weight of meat eaten per day."  
7. Multiply the "Weight of meat eaten per day" for each item by 365 to get the "Weight of meat eaten per 

year."  
8. Add all the "Weight of meat eaten per year" items to get the total.  This is the mass per year for the middle 

level of your pyramid. 
 

Procedure – Calculating the bottom level of the pyramid (primary producers): 
9. Add all the servings of each plant on your menu, and record the "Total number of servings per day" for each 

item on the Plants chart.  
10. Multiply the "Total number of servings per day" for each plant by the "Serving size," found in the Food 

Calculation Table.  Record this in the column, "Weight of plants eaten per day."  
11. Multiply the "Weight of plants eaten per day" for each item by 365 to get the "Weight of plants eaten per 

year."  
12. Add all the "Weight of plants eaten per year" to get the total weight of the plants that you consumed.  This is 

only part of the total plants consumed per year, though.  You must also account for the plants that were 
eaten by the animals that you ate.  

13. Refer again to the Meats chart.  Divide the "Weight of meat eaten per year" for each item by the" Amount of 
meat produced from each animal" for that meat, found in the Food Calculation Table.  This is the" Amount 
of each animal eaten per year" that you consumed.  

14. Multiply the" Amount of each animal eaten per year" by the "Amount of plants eaten by one animal per 
year" from the Food Calculation Table.  Record these amounts in the column labeled, "Weight of plants 
eaten by consumed animals per year."  Add all the amounts to get the total amount of plants consumed by 
all the animals that you have eaten.  Record this number as the "Total weight of plants eaten by animals per 
year."  

15. Add the "Total weight of plants eaten by animals per year" to the "Total weight of plants eaten by you per 
year" to get the "Total weight of plants consumed per year."  This is the mass per year for the bottom level 
of the pyramid. 

 
Procedure – Building the pyramid: 

16. Create a pyramid of mass based upon your calculations.  Using graph paper, draw each trophic level to 
scale.  

17. Using a damp paper towel, erase the data on your Pyramid Worksheet and repeat the activity using different 
food items, creating a diet with more meat, less meat, or no meat.  Predict how this will change the mass at 
each trophic level.  

18. Graph and report your findings for each variation of the diet.  
19. Answer the questions in the Results & Analysis section. 
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Results & Analysis 
On a separate sheet of paper, answer the following questions thoroughly using complete sentences.  You may 
complete your work on the computer.  Staple your work to the back of this packet. 

 
1. How are food webs and food chains similar?  How do they differ? 
2. Does the amount of energy transferred between the owls and their prey match what you expected according 

to the laws of thermodynamics? 
3. In terms of energy flow in an ecosystem, why is the amount of energy passed from one trophic level to the 

next so small?  Since we know energy cannot be destroyed, account for the loss of energy that occurs 
between the prey and the owl. 

4. We know that about 50% of the energy in an organism is not digested by the consumer, and is passed 
through as waste or feces.  Is the energy stored in the feces lost to the ecosystem?  Why or why not? 
 

5. How does your choice of food affect how energy moves through the system? 
6. What types of foods would feed more people, by providing more energy to the consumer? 


